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Introduction
This was the first full run through of the Business Studies and Economics specification
(although in 2010 a limited number of centres opted to sit 5BS05. Generally speaking the
paper appeared to be accessible and the vast majority of candidates attempted all of the
questions on the paper. There appeared to be a few candidates who found the timing of the
examination tricky and struggled to reach the final questions on the examination paper. The
culprit for this was writing to excess on the 'give, state, identify' and 'explain' questions. In
some cases candidates wrote over of a page of writing for a 3 mark 'explain' question, when
it is possible to score full marks in three sentences, so long as those sentences demonstrate
the appropriate skills. The other major issue was the use of context. If the question
mentions the name of a specific business or is linked to some kind of small case-study at
the start of a section, there will be marks allocated for the use of context. Context goes
beyond simply mentioning the name of the business in the question and candidates should
be encouraged to think about the nature of the product the business produces, the market it
operates in, or the competitors the business competes against. As a result there were some
'at first glance' excellent answers to some questions, but because application (AO2) had not
been demonstrated within their response, candidates did not have the ability to access the
full range of marks on offer.
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Question 1 (b) (i)
This question was targeted at students' knowledge and understanding of stakeholders.
Responses varied from the traditional stakeholder model to applied examples, all of which
were correct. A few students identified "shareholders", which although correct in the
stakeholder model is not relevant to "public swimming pools" and, therefore, was incorrect.

Examiner Comments

Here we have two examples from the traditional
stakeholder model, both of which are correct.

Examiner Comments

In this response, two applied stakeholders are
identified, but they are both examples of the
same group i.e. consumers.

4
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Question 1 (b) (ii)
Explain questions are attempting to assess students' AO3 skills of analysis. In the previous
question a relevant stakeholder has been identified and here we are looking for the benefit.
There are three linked strands required that build the explanation for students to access all
three marks.

Examiner Comments

This response has two clear developed points following the
identification of "healthier lifestyle": the points are "less
people will be overweight" and "will need treatment from
the services". The additional comments are, of course,
relevant, but could be considered unnecessary as the full
marks have already been accessed. This could impact later
on as the student might experience timing issues.
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Examiner Comments

In this example the student has identified the benefit "swim
for free", but has then developed two consequences i.e. "save
money" and "more healthy".There is no further development of
the "save money", but there is of "more healthy" i.e. "become
more active", therefore three marks were awarded.

6
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Question 1 (c)
This was a straightforward question for those candidates who understood the term "tradeoff" and many accessed full marks.

Examiner Comments

The first trade-off identified is "healthcare" and
the point of development is made part of which
is "----ambulances don't get replaced". The
same is for education, therefore four marks.

Examiner Comments

Here we have three trade-offs identified but no
development of any, therefore two marks.
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Question 2 (b)
Again, this was a question designed to assess AO1, Knowledge and Understanding which
many students found very accessible but some rather challenging.

Examiner Comments

In this response the student has stated "pollution",
"congestion" and "degradation of natural
local habitats", therefore accessing full marks.
Again more was written than was necessary.

Question 02b_1130266_01.png

Examiner Comments

The candidate was awarded one mark for
"environmental problems" No mark was awarded for the
third point. If the candidate had just said "inﬂation" or
"higher prices" then that would have been merited, but
the answer given "less competitiveness" is incorrect.

8
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Question 2 (c) (i)
This question was very accessible to the whole cohort.

Examiner Comments

One of the more popular correct responses.

Examiner Comments

Although this would be an incorrect answer for a
developed country, the question does ask the candidate to
"Identify one method a government etc." and, therefore,
this would be correct if applied to a less developed country
such as Chad. Therefore, one mark was awarded.
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Question 2 (c) (ii)
Explain questions are attempting to assess students' AO3 skills of analysis. In the previous
question a relevant method has been identified and here we are looking for the "help to
increase the standard of living". There are three linked strands required that build the
explanation for students to access all three marks. Too often students only offered two
strands, the third consequence being given as "standard of living" which is not acceptable as
it is in the question.

Examiner Comments

The only point of development in this
response is "more products being bought"
which is a consequence of "decreasing (the)
VAT”. Therefore, one mark was awarded.

10
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Examiner Comments

One mark is awarded for education and there
are three clear linked statements i.e. "better
educated", "lower unemployment rates" and
"higher GDP" with the reason why.
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Question 3 (b)

Examiner Comments

The student was awarded three marks
because the responses are in context to
Ticketmaster and are all relevant.

Examiner Comments

The three responses are all variations of the same
correct answer i.e. "change the marketing mix". In such
instances the maximum mark to be awarded is two.

12
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Question 3 (c)
Explain questions are attempting to assess students' AO3 skills of analysis. Students are
required in this question to identify a benefit of the proposed merger and then to make
two linked statements/consequences to access all three marks. Too often students only
offered one strand and there were numerous responses where there were the links but
these were interspersed with other benefits and development points, thus causing students
to spend unnecessary time on the question.

Examiner Comments

Here the student was awarded three marks as follows
"little competition"..."higher prices" and "increase in
profits". The last part "better economies of scale" is a
second benefit and is not required as the student has
already shown the skills required and accessed full marks.

Examiner Comments

The benefit identified is "stage its own concerts"
and the development is "more monopoly
power", therefore two marks were awarded.
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Question 3 (d)
This question proved to be challenging for all students. They had no problem in identifying
a "disadvantage to consumers", but had greater difficulty in developing two linked strands.
Higher prices was identified and the reason given for that i.e. no/little competition, but then
students would too often say that consumers would then have less choice which is of course
another disadvantage. The same can be said when less choice was identified.

Examiner Comments

The student was awarded three marks for the response. "High
prices" is identified; "no one they need to compete with for prices" is
the reason and the consequence is "paying large amount of money".

Examiner Comments

Less choice is identified and the reason is given "big brands have
took over etc." The last sentence is not relevant as the question
refers to "consumers". Accordingly, two marks were awarded.

14
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Question 4 (b)
An accurate definition is required to access full marks. We are looking here for recognition
of in "imports" and out "exports". Of course an imperfect definition which would merit one
mark can be raised to two through a relevant, pertinent example.

Examiner Comments

The response merits two marks as imports and
exports are noted and a relevant example given.

Examiner Comments

Here with have an inperfect definition without
an example. Therefore, only one mark awarded.
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Question 4 (c)
Explain questions are attempting to assess students' AO3 skills of analysis. Initially, a
cost needs to be identified and then there are two linked strands required that build the
explanation for students to access all three marks. Too often students only offered one
strand and, again, there was interspersing of other costs and development which led to only
two marks being awarded.

Examiner Comments

In this response one cost is identified i.e. "get into
debt", but the development is not a development of
getting into debt so only one mark was awarded.

Question 04c_1130280_01.png

Examiner Comments

The cost identified is "competition". The consequences
are "drives down prices" and in the last sentence
"GDP is lower" which follows sound economic
analysis. Therefore full marks were awarded.
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Question 4 (d)
This is the first question where students are asked to make a judgement i.e. evaluate. In
order to do so they must show their knowlege and understanding of tariffs and quotas which
the vast majority did and then to analyse how they "restrict free trade", which again many
did. However, far fewer were able to make the judgement as to "most likely" and why.

Examiner Comments

This response shows understanding of both terms.
Consequences of both are analysed and there is balance i.e.
evaluation/judgement backed up by analysis. This meets the
criteria for the Level 3 descriptor and merits the full marks.
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Examiner Comments

In the first paragraph, the student has made a judgement "I think
tariffs etc", but this is not backed up by any analysis at all. In the
same paragraph, some understanding of quota is shown "limit". The
second paragraph/remainder of the response shows that the student
does not understand how a tariff operates and is not relevant,
Therefore we have a judgement made with simple development (as
outlined above) and therefore, this is Level 1, two marks.

18
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Question 5
This question is effectively an identify and explain question twice over. An element of the
marketing mix needs to be identified and then three linked strands need to be analysed as
to how it could contribute to the collapse of a retail chain store such as Woolworths. It was
very surprising how relatively few candidates knew the elements i.e. the 4 Ps. Nevertheless,
such students who did not know could still access marks if the analysis was relevant to the
knowledge shown AND in context.
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Examiner Comments

In both parts of this question, the candidate has
identified a correct element and there are three linked
strands for both. Therefore, full marks were awarded.

20
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Examiner Comments

Here we have an typical example of a student
not knowing an element of the marketing mix.
However in the first example "lack of quality",
in the explanation, one mark was awarded for
analysis (AO3) as a consequence was given
"Meaning they will shop elsewhere".

22
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Question 6
The first part of this question was very accessible to the whole cohort. In the first part
of this question a relevant effect has been identified and here we are looking for the
explanation of it on employees such as Kate Meredith.There are three linked strands
required that build the explanation for students to access all three marks. Too often
students only offered two strands with the third consequence being linked to a different
effect and thus the linkage was broken.

Examiner Comments

Here we have three links i.e. "not have money",
"won't be able to pay bills" and "could lose her
house". Therefore, this response merits three marks
with the effect identified giving the fourth mark.
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Examiner Comments

The effect identified "won't be getting paid" has some development
which is unnecessary for this part of the question. In the
explanation this is reiterated i.e. "she loses everything". This was
given the benefit of the doubt as a consequence of the effect
highlighted so, overall, this candidate was awarded two marks. The
rest of the response is not relevant to the effect given in 6(a)i.

24
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Question 7
This is another question where students are asked to make a judgement i.e. evaluate. In
order to do so they must show their knowlege and understanding of "increase government
spending" and "reduce taxation" which the vast majority did and then to analyse how they
might "affect the economy", which again many did. However, far fewer were able to make
the judgement as to "more likely to boost demand" and why.

Examiner Comments

The student's response shows quite clearly the effect on demand of a
reduction in tax. However, there is no balance either the downside of the
reduction in tax or in comparison to increased government spending,
Therefore, although the analysis is good, the evaluation is lacking. This
meets the criteria for the level two descriptor and was awarded five marks.
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Examiner Comments

Straight away the student uses an evaluative phrase and we are not disappointed
with the remainder of the answer, for there are all the requirements for a Level
three response and this one merited the full eight marks.

26
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Question 8 (a)
An accurate definition is required to access full marks. We are looking here for recognition of
"exchange" and "rate". Of course an imperfect definition which would merit one mark can be
raised to two through a relevant, pertinent example.

Examiner Comments

Here we have an imperfect definition, i.e. one
that shows some understanding, but there is no
example to lift it to two marks.

Examiner Comments

Here we have "for another currency" and "per pound
sterling", therefore we have both requirements for two marks.
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Question 8 (b)
This is the first "assess" question and is focussing on AO3 skills. The context of high street
retailers would have to be referred to either directly or indirectly in order for more than four
marks to be awarded and this proved to be a stumbling block for many students who knew
the transmission mechanism of "a weaker pound" and "profits" from a textbook, generic
perspective, but did not apply it to the specific context of high street retailers.

28
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Examiner Comments

The candidate here shows analysis and evaluation.
The context is given in the last sentence "As most high
street etc", so, according to the level descriptors, this
is a Level three response and, given the constraints
on students, we considered it merited the full marks.
Although, the analysis re: interest rates is not relevant,
we do not mark negatively, and, in fact, the student is
self penalising by wasting time on this analysis.
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Examiner Comments

What the student has written here is indeed
correct but not relevant to the question posed.
Therefore, the student did not answer the
question and was awarded no marks.

30
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Question 9
An accurate definition is required to access full marks. We are looking here for recognition
of "competitive" and "advantage". Of course an imperfect definition which would merit one
mark can be raised to two through a relevant, pertinent example.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded the full marks as
the definition has all that is asked for.
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Examiner Comments

One mark was awarded here for an incomplete definition.
The word "positive" shows some understanding for what
is otherwise a repeat of the term.
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Question 10
This question is effectively an identify and explain question twice over. A method that
governments could use needs to be identified and then three linked strands need to
be analysed as to how it could contribute to the development of LEDCs such as Belize.
There was great scope for students to identify two methods as the question asks for
"governments" so this could apply to any government not specifically governments in
developed countries. Again marks were lost through unlinked statements.

Examiner Comments

In both parts of this question, the candidate has identified a correct method and
there are three linked strands for both. Therefore, full marks were awarded.
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Examiner Comments

In method 1, one mark was awarded for International aid, but
the explanation was just a definition of international aid and
did not address the question. In method 2, charitable aid is
incorrect as the question asks for "governments". However, one
mark for development was awarded for "put towards different
projects", because the candidate has shown skills of analysis.

34
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Question 11
This is the second and final "assess" question and is focussing on AO3 skills. The context
of social responsibility in developed countries" would have to be referred to either directly or
indirectly in order for more than five marks to be awarded and this proved to be a stumbling
block for many students who knew the concept of "social responsibility" from a textbook,
generic perspective, but did not apply it to the specific context of a maesure of a business's
success in developed countries.
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Examiner Comments

This response has all the ingredients and requirements for a Level three
answer. The answer is drawn together, but there is insufficient strength
of evaluation for full marks to be awarded, therefore this candidate was
awarded nine marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response has plenty of judgement, in fact at least
seven statements, but only two are backed up with reasons.
Therefore, this must be placed in Level two as it meets
the descriptor requirements. However, there is no context,
therefore this response must be awarded five marks.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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